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Abstract.

We discuss approaches to agent-based model visualization. Agent-based modelling has its own requirements for visualization, some shared with other forms of simulation software, and some unique to this approach. In particular, agent-based models are typified by complexity, dynamism, non-equilibrium and transient behavior, heterogeneity, and a researcher’s interest in both individual- and aggregate-level behavior. These are all traits requiring careful consideration in the design, experimentation and communication of results. In the case of all but final communication for dissemination, researchers may not make their visualizations public. Hence, the knowledge of how to visualize during these earlier stages is unavailable to the research community in a readily accessible form. Here we explore means by which all phases of agent-based modeling can benefit from visualization and we provide examples from the available literature and online sources to illustrate key stages and techniques.
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1.0 Introduction

Agent-based models (also called individual-based models) are applied in the fields of artificial life [54], ecology [25], computer graphics [41], social science [19], epidemiology [1] and in a good many other areas [5]. The modelling technique is particularly well suited to experimentation with systems where many relatively simple individuals, through local interactions, give rise to global emergent behaviour. That is, the phenomenon under study is not explicitly represented by a state variable of one agent, nor even necessarily by an aggregate variable such as a population mean. For instance, in considering an agent-based model of flocking behaviour [41], there is typically no variable, either at the individual or environmental level that represents the flock. Flocking “emerges” from the interactions of the agents as an aggregate spatio-temporal phenomenon. The property of “flockiness” may be qualitatively represented using a vector, perhaps indicating the mean of all bird headings and speeds, and somehow displaying the nearest neighbour distances etc.. But these values are no substitute for seeing the flock in action. Actually, they may give no clear indication of what results from their combination. This aspect of agent-based modelling in particular, often requires us to consider visual means\(^1\) to work with our simulations, which is not equally true for every type of simulation model. Other traits commonly found in agent-based models include complexity (in the formal sense, non-linearity and unpredictability of interactions), dynamism, non-equilibrium and transient behaviour, as well as heterogeneity of components. These features can make agent-based models difficult to grasp, a problem that can be alleviated by careful visualization, whatever the application domain.

We adopt a broad definition of visualization that encompasses areas variously referred to as model visualization, data visualization, information visualization, interactive visualization and so on. We include in our categorisation sketches, graphs, diagrams, renderings, animations etc.. Essentially we

\(^1\) Or in some cases, audible means [18], but this is outside our present scope.
mean any visual representation of a model, from its conceptual structure to its dynamic behaviour, that allows a viewer to bring to bear their abilities for “visual thinking” [21].

The aim of this paper is to assist modellers with visualization during the process of developing and presenting agent-based models. Regardless of application domain, as we shall demonstrate by diverse examples, agent-based models have similar visualization requirements. We provide and discuss some well and lesser known examples from the literature. Since many agent-based modellers do not publish their visualizations or discuss the techniques they applied (these are often superfluous to the results being published while being of use during the research itself), there is a lack of information on how experienced modellers employ visualization at all stages apart from to communicate results. This forces new modellers to reinvent visualization approaches or sometimes to overlook the utility of visualization entirely, when they build their first simulations. Existing publications [9, 46] provide parallel and additional reasoning to justify the need for a sophisticated approach to visualization in the related areas of artificial evolution, complex adaptive systems and of artificial life more broadly. In this paper however, we reveal some specific techniques that beginners and more experienced agent-based modellers might apply, and demonstrate the use of visualization at all phases of agent-based modelling.

This paper does not cover how to select colours, lay out information, or draw effective graphs for agent-based modelling applications. Kornhauser et al. [32], the tutorial notes by Dorin [14] and the texts by Tufte (e.g. [51]) cover some of these ideas. Rather, we assume some knowledge of effective visual design and instead focus on how, when, why and to what this knowledge should be applied. To raise a red flag we also briefly illustrate how meaning is conveyed through aspects of a visualization design that often fall beneath the radar. Even the undertones of visualizations – the subtle devices they use and the connotations they suggest – are worthy of explicit consideration during the research process [34].
We break research using agent-based models into sub-tasks that occur roughly in sequence, possibly iteratively, during a project. These provide different targets for visualizations as follows:

1) Simulation design – from new ideas to methodical construction  
2) Software debugging and verification  
3) Model validation  
4) Comprehension of causes and effects within the model  
5) Perception and detection of patterns in a simulation for later formal quantification  
6) Communication of methods and results for dissemination

Although visualization is more often associated with the later stages, we argue that it is worth considering visualization throughout the process of model design, development, use and communication. Below we explore the unique visualization needs of each stage in a project and then touch upon the importance of hidden meanings often inadvertently introduced into visualizations. We conclude the paper with some general observations.

2.0 Why, what and when to visualize?

In this section we step through each stage of agent-based modelling research listed above showing how visualization can assist in a project. The features of agent-based models most likely to require visualization are:

- Individual agent states and behaviours  
- Agent-agent interactions  
- Population aggregates (e.g. mean, standard deviation) and emergent properties  
- Environmental states and processes (e.g. physico-chemical)  
- Agent-environment interactions
Some of these are straightforward, requiring standard visualization tools and techniques, others less so. We pick out a few example visualizations from these categories as we explore the stages of research from problem conception to communication of results.

2.1 Simulation design – from new ideas to methodical construction

At this, the first stage of research, visualization techniques must be fast enough to keep pace with rapid changes in ideas. A pencil sketch is great and can easily set the course for years of future work! The desire to set an idea in stone at this early stage, by working for days on a beautiful rendering or computer graphics visualization should be resisted. For instance, a scribble like Darwin’s in figure 12(a) takes a few seconds to draw, Haeckel’s corresponding figure 12(b) represents hours of work. Would you be willing to throw out an idea if you had rendered it as carefully as Haeckel’s? It is harder to be precious about a sketch, making it appropriate when new ideas are being devised.

Even sketches and simple figures can disguise and reveal assumptions made in the early stages of an idea’s development. It is certainly a good idea to critique them carefully. For instance, figure 1(a) is the kind of textbook figure, a model visualization if you like, typically employed to illustrate the relationship between an agent and its environment (e.g. see [43, p. 35]). In this representation the agent is not situated in the environment, it is only weakly coupled to it through its sensors and actuators. This coupling appears to be entirely controlled by the agent, i.e. the sensors and actuators belong to the agent, the environment can’t impact on the agent unless the agent is paying it attention. We all know this to be a shoddy representation of reality, yet by putting images such as this in popular undergraduate texts we are subtly misrepresenting the situation to our students! Still, the approach has its benefits, especially in the field of robotics where an agent’s role may be to navigate through an essentially passive world. If the world is not perceived by the roboticist to be passive, then this representation of the situation is inappropriate. This representation is probably
also inappropriate as the basis for a model in which agents and their components are expected to emerge from, and be recycled through, a chemical soup – the same soup that constitutes their environment. Arguably a lack of attention to this detail has given rise to the quandary where our evolutionary ecosystem simulations are not open-ended like those of nature [31].

Figure 1(b) is less common than (a). It positions the agent within the environment (cf. figure 9). However even this visualization of the relationship highlights the impact of the agent on the environment without making specific reference to the way in which the environment affects an agent, whether the agent senses the interaction or not. For example, UV radiation may interfere with an agent that remains blissfully unaware of this. Yet, in this diagram, no way for such an interaction to occur is represented. Figure 1(c) illustrates a significantly different and less common perspective. The agent is not in the environment, the agent and environment mould one another, they are coupled. If the environment perturbs the agent the agent may passively accept this perturbation (such as by absorbing a temperature change) or actively resist it (such as by attempting to maintain a constant body temperature). Whether or not the agent remains viable after the interaction depends on the exact situation, in fact, the change to the environment may be equally dire, as this image conveys by giving the two elements equal weight.

Each sub-image of Figure 1 could give rise most naturally to a unique agent-based model, possibly at the level of the data-structures and algorithms employed when it comes time to convert ideas to software, but certainly at the level of their conceptualisation. This highlights the utility of ascertaining the assumptions even a basic visualization entails, in order to see if they appropriately mesh with our understanding of the situation being modelled and our desires for its representation. This is true at all stages of research, however particular care must be taken to set off on a good foot.

---

2 Humberto Maturana presented a figure similar to this at Language, Emotion and Knowing: An explanation of what it is to be human, Melbourne, Australia 23-25 August 1997. The idea is inspired by his notion of structural coupling [42].
Programmers and software engineers will no doubt be familiar with the benefit of visualizing relationships between software components (e.g. using *Unified Modeling Language* (UML)\(^3\)) before turning their ideas into hard code. Diagrams can assist dramatically in articulating the design of algorithms but it is well beyond the scope of this paper to describe this. Flow charts are also of utility in the construction of software, and of agent-based models. For instance, Tews et al [50] illustrate the flowcharts that form the basis of an ecological simulation. In this form the designer can formalise a model and its requirements for parameters such that its assumptions and relevance may be questioned before the process of moving to software commences. Once the software is written, the assumptions of a model and its parameters are essentially hidden from view, buried in what might be many tens or hundreds of thousands of lines of code. With a clearly articulated, visualized model plan, the problem of checking the software becomes one of verification – does the software correctly recreate the abstract model represented by the plan? And this is clearly distinct from whether or not the abstract model correctly represents the real world system under study. The distinction makes it much easier to conduct “good science” than if the model is never explicitly and publicly articulated.

### 2.2 Software debugging and verification

Once an idea has been represented in software, it must not yet be set in stone. There are the obvious bugs to iron out so that the code runs, but of course we must ascertain that the software correctly represents the model. Visualizations are of great assistance for answering questions concerning this issue. For example, do the agents’ random walks appear uniformly random? Are the different resources equally spread throughout the environment? Is the agent food appearing in the environment according to the required patchy distribution? While it may appear trivial to code something such as a uniform random distribution of resources across a space, it pays to check. The consequences of a mistake can alter the behaviour of a simulation significantly. Consider the

\(^3\) [http://www.omg.org/spec/UML](http://www.omg.org/spec/UML)
difference between laying out resources on a uniform grid and across a spherical model planet (figure 2(a & b)). In the former case, each grid square has identical area. In the latter case, a common way to represent the surface is using longitudinal and latitudinal lines that meet at the poles and outline surface polygons of non-uniform area. You must then take care when adjusting the probability that a polygon sprouts a resource or the poles will have an extremely high resource density! It is hard to overlook simple errors like these when a graphical representation of the model world is rendered.

Some visualizations allow for agents in a particular user-specified state to be clearly tagged. For instance, the bee simulation [17] shown in figure 2 (a) allows the user to tag flowers by rendering over them a filled square to indicate that nectar is available and a hollow square to indicate that it has been collected. This provides visual answers to the following questions: Are the correct flowers offering rewards at the correct time? Are the rewards being collected by the right type of bee? Are the bees foraging uniformly across the space, or are spatial effects associated with proximity to edge boundaries or hive location impacting on the collection of nectar from some flowers? Answers to these basic questions act as checks for correct simulation function.

In some cases, visualization can assist in solving even tricky problems. For instance, Sims explains that, “One of the most surprising [results] was probably when the evolving creatures found and exploited bugs in the physics simulator to propel themselves at totally unrealistic speeds” [20]. Agents making movements such as these, or travelling incorrectly through walls and floors due to faulty collision detection, or faking locomotion by growing very tall and toppling away from their starting location [6, foot. 3] can all be detected immediately through visualization, allowing the programmer to hunt down bugs that might otherwise go unnoticed.

2.3 Model validation
After verification of the software’s technical correctness it, and the model it encapsulates, must be validated against the real system under study. Some aspects will be relatively easy to validate, for instance the production of the correct distribution of species at various trophic levels in an ecosystem can be determined using standard statistical tools. Others will be much more difficult, for instance checking that the types of relationships (e.g. predatory, symbiotic etc.) and interactions (e.g. habitat provision, exclusion etc.) appearing between agents and their abiotic environment parallel those found in real ecosystems.

The topology of agent interactions is commonly represented as a tree or cyclic graph and can therefore employ any of an array of network visualization strategies from other fields (e.g. see [53] in the context of communication networks or [7] more generally). A graph is useful for representing momentary contact (such as that required to transmit a disease [2] or historical evolutionary lineages). The trees of Darwin and Haeckel (figure 12) are examples of the latter taken from attempts to illustrate real evolutionary biology, each conveys the apparently neat way in which new species are formed from common ancestry. Doolittle [13] presents an alternative view in which, at the level of the earliest and simplest (e.g. bacterial) life forms, the divisions between branches in the tree are not clear-cut. Instead, the relationships between microorganisms produce a tangle of paths, a graph, network or web, and they do not emerge from a single common ancestor but from a “community of primitive cells”.

One advantage of explicitly visualizing the relationships between agents is that some network traits are hard to quantify. For instance, network “complexity” appears to be an intuitive concept, but nutting it out in quantitative detail reveals it to be slippery [15]. In addition, the presence of key nodes, leaf nodes and a correspondence between these and the agents they represent is often of value in understanding how a set of agents generate large scale properties of the systems that support them. Ecosystem stability, resilience and other properties are tied in complex ways to biodiversity, trophic interactions and the presence of keystone species or ecosystem engineers [30].
The relationships between these features of the network and the agent types filling these niches can be difficult to detect with analytic techniques but sometimes are even trivial for our visual sense: Which food sources are key to the stability of the food chain in figure 3? What are the likely impacts on the ecosystem if species 14 is eliminated? It is possible to get a hold on answers to questions such as these by investigating a well-laid out figure, before even testing the validity of one’s conclusions using the agent-based model that generated a network. Of course, identifying appropriate figure layouts may itself take a lot of thought and experimentation.

In validating a model we can compare two networks at a coarse level to see if they have similar structures: similar depth, breadth, proportion of leaf nodes to hubs etc.. This can tell us something about the relationship between our software simulations and the systems they are purporting to model, even before we resort to quantitative analysis using tools such as the shortest-path length or clustering coefficient. (E.g., see [7, Table 12.2].)

An agent-based model simulating the emergence of biological food-chains might be less likely to omit decomposers after their role in “closing the circuit” was made visible by examining a real food chain laid out graphically. For example, in figure 3, nodes 1, 2 and 3 represent detritus, bacteria, and fungi respectively (see [36] for details). These nodes clearly support a lot of the network. Many ecosystem simulations operate successfully without decomposers, sometimes their omission is warranted. But this should be a conscious decision made after validation of the model’s behaviour, not a case of out of sight out of mind. A visualization helps to bring things to the fore that might otherwise never enter sight.

2.4 Comprehension of causes and effects within the model
Simulation models may have many parameters for which even small tweaks can result in dramatically different outcomes. These sensitivities will eventually need to be well understood but
in the first place, it is helpful to set up a simulation with easy means to adjust these and observe the results visually. A GUI enabling interactive manipulation of parameters before and during a simulation run can be of great assistance in allowing a viewer to gain a feel for how a model responds to different conditions. Grimm suggests this to be an ideal way to communicate a simulation because it enables clients or ecologists to come to grips with a finding by rapidly conducting their own controlled experiments and observing the results, without needing to delve into program code [24].

In fact, we believe this is an effective way even for programmers to come to grips with their own simulations during development and beyond. It can potentially allow for the exploration of different scenarios within a timeframe that allows for mental comparison. Without the need to type numbers into files, save, reload parameter databases, recompile, adjust program code etc. (all activities that interrupt the mental processing required for comparison of simulation results) a researcher is free to focus on the task at hand – understanding model behaviour.

Victor [52] points out that an important benefit of interactive visualization is that it enables a viewer to move up and down the ladder of abstraction – an idea that takes on great significance when considering the emergent properties of agent-based simulations. To form intuitions about a complex system, a researcher must be able to freely move between views of concrete systems acting under particular sets of parameters, to abstractions that show how a set of concrete systems’ behaviours change as parameters are swept through their range. It is handy to be able to move up and down several layers of abstraction. In the context of an agent-based flocking model, to extend Victor’s example, this might be analogous to understanding how a bird’s speed and turning angle relate to its ability to maneuver, and how this in turn relates to its ability to avoid collisions with static obstacles or track the movement of its neighbours, as well as how it impacts on the behaviour of its flock.

4 We note here that the GUI is no substitute for a proper understanding of the model that the simulation is implementing but that his point stands nevertheless.
Some agent-based simulation frameworks such as NetLogo⁵ and BREVE [47], and libraries such as OpenSteer [40], provide frameworks and routines simplifying the task of implementing interactive interfaces and visualizing agent behaviour. The close coupling of the development and visualization environments encourages the use of visualization early in the design and coding process.

Likely candidates for inclusion in a GUI will vary depending on the simulation but include: controls to view and change all experimental parameters and in some cases to couple them together; simulation playback controls start, pause, step, fast-forward, rewind (if possible), save and restore world state; alter view zoom, pan, rotate; as well as controls to inspect and alter the internal state variables of individual agents;⁶ toggles to rapidly switch between or simultaneously display various sets of test conditions and conditions needed to act as experimental controls. Small, coarse graphs updated in simulation time can also assist the user to see the results of their tweaking if they are positioned near the main visual display. In addition, their continued presence and proximity to the focus of attention facilitates continuous monitoring of the impact of changes to the model on all displayed system behaviours. This is useful when exploring model behaviour, but, importantly, is also of significant benefit as the model is being developed (section 2.2) because any changes to code that have undesirable and unexpected impact on simulation behaviour will be rendered directly and immediately.

2.5 Perception and detection of pattern in a simulation for later formal quantification

The human visual system is highly proficient at detecting underlying patterns in data and behaviour. This aspect of research is therefore particularly well suited to visual approaches. There are as many reasons to seek patterns in data as there are research questions to pose, but by way of example we

---

⁵ ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo

⁶ The utility of adding realtime data ought to be balanced against the cost of making the interface cluttered and the simulation behaviour difficult to interpret. E.g., figure 2(a) becomes very cluttered if there are many agents.
consider the visual representation of inter-agent and agent-environment information and material flow visualized in the form of networks.

It is possible to conceive of a network topology not (only) in terms of physical interactions but also as paths of inter-agent message passing. The messages may be considered as traffic in ideas (e.g. complex memes, game-playing behaviour, or facts such as the location of foraging sites) but inherited genes and phenotypic traits might also be considered messages that are passed from parents to offspring to generate trees of life like those of Darwin and Haeckel (figure 12). Standish and Galloway [48] have visualized the family trees of Ray’s Tierra creatures, employing this approach (and others) to conduct a preliminary evaluation of the occurrence of neutral evolution.

A tree of life need not remain bare; a sample phylogenetic tree for the simulated evolution of African Cichlid fish has, for example, been enhanced with icons to show the divergence of fish colouration after speciation [10]. Iconic branch and node labels of this sort are a powerful overlay mechanism. The pattern of recurrence of a sex-linked genetic disorder throughout a family tree may also be rendered in tree nodes (figure 4). Visual analysis of recurrence patterns on a network where the presence of a trait is clearly marked in this way allows for the determination of the mechanism and also then for prediction of its impact on future generations.

A visualization may highlight population features that are difficult to detect when working initially with analytic measures. The visualization may even clarify which analytic measures are most appropriate to apply. For instance, is your risk of contracting a sexually transmitted disease simply related to the number of sexual partners you have? When considering figure 5, the romantic network of a high school in the U.S.A, Bearman et al. [2] note that some students with only one partner may be at a much greater risk of contracting a sexually transmitted disease than some individuals with multiple partners. This is apparent from the figure – the many leaf nodes attached to the large connected network component, even though they represent students with a single
partner, are indirectly connected to 287 others (figure 5(a)). Whereas some students with multiple partners may be connected indirectly to only a handful in a much smaller, isolated cluster (figure 5(b)). After consideration of this figure, the naive understanding of the relationship between STD risk and the number of sexual partners can be dismissed and more appropriate analytic measures of the risk determined.

Bearman et al. also describe a few sexual relationship network structures based on theories of mate selection behaviour (*Ibid.*). The visual discrepancies between networks constructed in accordance with these theories and the real network they established, have markedly different properties that are immediately obvious in their visualizations. These differences impact on the ways in which disease is spread, the subject of their study. Further, the authors of the study visualize the temporality of the relationships in their network and compare this visualization to the simulated minimal temporal connectivity. Again, the differences between the real structure and the simulated one are readily apparent in the visualizations, allowing them to draw conclusions significant to their publication.

Alternative ways to represent the data depicted in the network of student romantic relationships would enable us to answer different questions. For instance, have many people had a “romantic relationship” with somebody who has had more than 5 sexual partners? Which students are key to linking the various components of the network? Overlapping group memberships like this may also be represented effectively in visual form within a network [39]. The upper row of figure 6 shows networks in which nodes represent individual agents coloured according to group membership, while arcs represent friendship between agents. If group membership were exclusive, this representation would be sufficient to depict group relationships. However, some agents are members of more than one group, and the overlapping nature of groups is lost in this representation.
The networks in the lower row of figure 6 depict the same data, redrawn to represent the groups themselves as nodes, with the size of a node representing the number of agents belonging to that group. Arcs between groups now indicate the presence of agents belonging to both groups, with line weight representing the size of the shared membership. Using the lower three figures it is easy to see the different population group membership properties [22], something that would be difficult to envision if only analytic properties of the networks were produced, or if an inappropriate visualization was created. A similarly weighted arc annotated numerically, has been used elsewhere to depict the size of the effects of each species on the others within an ecosystem [37]. Traffic flow across a road network can also be visualized in this way where network layout maps directly to road location [33].

Exchanges need not occur solely between agents. A model with a significant environmental component may include exchanges of matter (for instance, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen) and energy in different forms between it and the agents. Through visualization we can clearly see cycles through organisms using a conventional network diagram with directed edges. We may also increase the significance of each network arc graphically by path weight as in figure 6 (bottom row) or even more dramatically as well known ecologist Odum did in his discussion of the energy flows within an ecosystem [38, fig. 7]. In this latter case, the visual and conceptual focus shifts from the organism types that constitute an ecosystem, to their relationships as maintained by the flow of energy between them. This shift in thinking causes us to reconsider the ecosystem as a network of relations, rather than as a set of agents, a perspective with consequences for ecosystem management, but also for ecosystem simulation (Figure 7).  

7 Minard’s 1869 depiction of the march of Napoleon’s troops into Russia, Carte figurative des pertes successives en hommes de l’Armée Française dans la campagne de Russie 1812-1813 [51, p. 41] employs a very similar technique – the number of living troops is represented by the width of a line that traverses a path through (graphed) time and (mapped) space. In the case of Minard’s figure, the troops (agents) play the role of energy in Odum’s image.
2.6 Communication of methods and results for dissemination

Typically, publication time is the point at which any visualizations used during the research process hit the ground running. Sometimes they stumble, since they were designed to facilitate the research, not to communicate its results. At other times, such as in the well-known cases of Sims’ virtual creatures [45] and Reynolds’ boids [41], the visualization is the result to be communicated. Conveying agent behaviour visually through animation is an effective and widely employed technique. Things get slightly more problematic when movements and the decision-making processes that lead to them must be represented statically, for instance in print. We discuss these two issues in this section.

Many agent-based models are spatial. This facilitates a natural mapping from the location (often on a 2D plane) of an agent or other entity, such as a resource, obstacle or pheromone, to screen or diagram. We see this in 2D cellular automata output, but also in the representations of mobile agents such as in SugarScape [19], Polyworld [54], or in simulations of group movement [41].

By playing an animation of a model we can convey dynamic navigation behaviour. This is clearly no help in print, so various authors have been inventive in this regard. For instance, Huth [28] employs a number of visual means to convey findings about the position of fish in an agent-based model of schooling. A marked-up sequence of still shots from an animation may be displayed to give a feel for the sequence and to highlight its relevant aspects (Ibid. fig. 5). An individual agent’s path may be plotted or multiple paths overlaid (Ibid. fig. 6). The path of the center of mass of a group can be depicted (Ibid. fig. 7). Measures of clustering can be graphed by conventional means for different model parameters – the mean and standard deviation of nearest-neighbour distances for instance (Ibid. fig. 8). These techniques, particularly when used in concert, allow the reader to gain some appreciation of the dynamic behaviour of a system, even in print.
Apart from physical paths, locations in, and movement through, abstract spaces can also be plotted. For instance, Miller and Todd [35] plot the evolution of mate preferences and location in phenotypic space on Cartesian axes.

We can also visually communicate the decision-making process of an agent, either in deciding how to move, or in any other aspect of its interactions. Agent processes are represented as programs and these may have been coded either by hand or generated automatically during a simulation by evolutionary techniques. As noted already, UML diagrams may be helpful for representing algorithms but non-software engineers will find them hard to interpret. Pseudo-code is more widely understood. Flow charts can also be used. These make some things, such as loops and decision points, apparent that are less readily observed in text. For instance, figure 8 explains how a nest-building wasp agent’s mental state loops to decide where and when to fill in a grid cell. Arguably, the benefits of visualizing more complex algorithms outweigh those of simple ones, but even a simple algorithm such as the wasp agent’s can benefit from visualization. In fact, the visualization may serve to highlight just how simple an algorithm really is.

Tu and Terzopoulos provide a complete schematic diagram of their more complex artificial fish, explaining its behaviour from perception to motor action (figure 1). Their paper also provides detailed flowcharts indicating the internal decision-making processes that their agent intention generator and behaviour routines employ [49, fig.’s 12-16]. More recently, Dale and Husbands [11, fig.’s 1 & 7] explain their agent’s internals similarly, in their case representing the behaviour of a reaction-diffusion system brain and its linkage to sensors and effectors. It is also possible to communicate decision processes of agents modelling human behaviour, with their parameters, as published for recreational trail users [29, fig. 1], schematically.
Often, evolutionary algorithms generate code that is difficult for humans to follow [44]. Evolved programs, such as agent-controllers, can be inelegant by human standards unless there is evolutionary pressure to counter this. Without cleaning, messy evolved code visualization may cause as many headaches as it could potentially solve. Still, the presence of recurring loops, nearly repeated structures and redundancy in code may be detected visually and this can actually assist a programmer to make sense of an evolved program, or to clean it up. To assist in this process, code parse trees may be visualized using one of the many existing tree layout algorithms available in interactive software (E.g. [16]).

Consider the neat control structure generated by evolution for Sims’ evolved virtual creature [45] (figure 10). At the top of the figure we see an artificial agent’s morphology and beneath it the control system governing its forward tumbling motion. Clearly there are two sets of sensors, and a matching pair of identical effectors at the bottom. These are connected to duplicated sections of control nodes, (s+, ?). In light of the creature morphology we can see that the control elements, their sensors and effectors, relate to the duplicated components of the agent’s body. Sensor P1 is then connected to the sets of nodes below. The diagram proposes visually that this acts as a coordination source for identically controlled limbs.8

In a book filled with imagery, Braitenberg employed a schematic wiring diagram to highlight how his agents’ structures determine their behaviour [8]. Figure 11 shows one agent that turns away from a light source as the motor most proximate to the source is driven hardest, and another agent that turns to face the source due to its reversed wiring.

---

8 In the same paper Sims also presents the genotypic structure of this virtual creature with its neural circuitry overlaid to clarify the mapping between genotype and phenotype.
Quite apart from the wiring diagrams of brains, the spatial movement of agents, the networks they generate through their interactions and the other kinds of visual media discussed above, there is often a place for traditional graphs and information graphics. These can be included to communicate results that could not be stated more succinctly in other ways. General discussion of their design and provision of examples is available in other texts, e.g. [27]. There is no shortage of examples in the literature on agent-based modelling for the interested reader to fall back upon. As we noted above, this, the communication of results, is the stage of research that is most publicly documented.

3.0 Careful visualization

While we have attempted to convince the reader that visualization can play a role in many aspects of agent-based modelling, we are not proposing carte blanche. Care must be taken to ensure visualizations are appropriate, not only showing what is relevant, using readable colours and forms, but also by considering subtle aspects of visual design that can have unintended consequences. These vary between types of visualization and between stages of the research.

Compare the two images of Figure 12. Darwin’ famous sketch (a) is clearly just that, an informal illustration of a vague idea. I think, scrawled Darwin above his figure. Haeckel’s image (b) is the result of painstaking penmanship demonstrating an idea about which he has considerable conviction. Each figure (a) and (b) has its own utility. Perhaps Darwin’s sketch is one of the most famous drawings in the history of biology, but Haeckel’s visually conveys the strength and significance of the idea in the mind of the artist. The image also conveys several ideas that we might now find objectionable, some of which we now know to be just wrong, such as the positioning of MAN at the very top (and WOMAN, even woman, nowhere at all). But it presents these ideas as fact, with conviction added through beautiful rendering. Even the capitalisation of MAN conveys Haeckel’s strength of belief that this is the pinnacle of creation – no other label
appears in all-caps. Should a visualization be loaded with such meaning? Or should the viewer be provided with the evidence required in order to reason their own way to the same, or perhaps a different, conclusion to that reached by the author? Our feeling is that the latter is most desirable – a reader should be swayed by logical reasoning. Deliberate or unintentional insertion of subtle visual cues or even blatant assertions to sway a reader, ought to be avoided, at least minimised, where they are not supported by sound argument. This is not easy in practice, arguably this is not even the way science proceeds, but we advise that at least in making our cases we should be conscious of any devious argumentative devices, even when they appear in visual form. We should know what we are doing! Recent representations of phylogenetic trees employ a radial arrangement (e.g. [23]). In this way, assertions such as that made by Haeckel, that some species are “higher” than others are avoided. However, new assertions are inevitably introduced. Without hindsight and critique these will sit quietly.

Although we might now feel a computer-generated line drawing possesses more authority, Haeckel’s oak has a solidity that is felt even in this day. While it is also a branching structure, Darwin’s tree has connotations of lightness, and erratic expansion in multiple directions rather than those of the oak’s massive foundation and subsequent growth towards a pinnacle. The presence of such undertones is significant for visualizations, in particular during the early stages of an idea’s development. Connotations have the potential to mask assumptions and to persuade subconsciously. We have kept this in mind throughout our discussion, particularly in section 2.1 on simulation design.

4.0 Discussion and conclusion

The examples presented here barely scratch the surface of visualization approaches. Nonetheless, we hope they are persuasive of the value of visual approaches to devising, analysing, understanding and communicating agent-based models.
As much as we advocate visualization, when it comes to writing up research, superfluous visualizations are best avoided. For example, the ubiquitous and usually unremarkable fitness / time graph needn’t be published where an evolutionary algorithm is working as expected. This doesn’t mean that the production of this graph to verify and validate a model is a waste of time – it isn’t. But there is no need to share the graph, just the conclusion drawn from it that the algorithm performed as expected. Similarly, it is worth considering whether a screenshot of a GUI, or complicated 3D representation adds anything to a paper. Such images may be better suited to achieving understanding than to communicating it.

As noted in our discussion above, even though visualization can be useful throughout the modelling process, much of it will never see the light of day in the form of a publication. This has in the past left agent-based modellers with a dearth of examples. With the advent of locations for publishing online supplementary materials and video-sharing websites the situation is gradually improving. We encourage the inclusion of visualizations used during research at online locations, showing both what was visualized and how. Continued discussion about visualization at conferences and workshops is also beneficial [46]. Further surveys of the design and implementation of visualization along the lines of Kornhauser et al. [32] are welcome, as is the continued absorption of new ideas and techniques from information visualization. We look also for the emergence of new “standard” graphs and visualization approaches that are applicable across a wide range of agent-based models and in each of the key research phases we have noted above. For example, just as fitness / time graphs are used to check genetic algorithm behaviour; or as evolutionary activity statistics can inform us about what happens during evolution in a virtual ecosystem [3]. Debate about the appropriateness of these devices is also essential – are they showing the right thing for the circumstances?
During the design phase of an agent-based model, visualization can help to structure thoughts about the entities and interactions within a model. At this stage visualization is a useful tool for both spontaneous and reflective, critical thought. Visualizations used here ought to be rapidly produced sketches, their development matching the flow of ideas. There is no need to go overboard producing complex diagrams using illustration software or 3D modelling tools when a pencil will suffice.

While coding and debugging, rough software visualizations can aid in the discovery of implementation errors, revealing incorrect model behaviour that may be hidden by a strictly quantitative assessment. It is worth visualizing model behaviour even when it seems simple, obvious, or well understood, especially in the early to middle stages of research. Bugs sometimes turn up, and surprising insights can be gained. When it comes to the process of validating a model and exploring its behaviour, visualization allows us to recruit the pattern-detection power of the human visual system. Finally, an appropriate visual representation is an informative and persuasive way to communicate complex model structure and behaviour. If it is also beautiful, all the better.

An additional benefit of visualization, at all stages of research, is that considering about how best to visualize a model forces the researcher to think creatively about its behaviour, output, and the different ways these can be interpreted and displayed. Visualization design is a form of hypothesis generation and testing. The researcher formulates a hypothesis about how their model is (or should!) be behaving. A visual representation is then designed to reveal whether this is really the case. This raises an important point; that visualizing a model is an aspect of thinking, not a substitute for it. As with all analytic tools, a visualization has particular value when it has been interpreted in the context of a well-posed research question. If all researchers become as careful with, and critical of, visualizations as they are of textual statements and arguments, research can benefit significantly.
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Figure 1. Three representations of the agent/environment relationship.
Figure 2. (a) Detail of a bee foraging model visualization intended only for debugging. It shows a grid containing two flower types (light and dark grey squares) and bees (text strings: agent id., type and other statistics). This display provides visual feedback about flower type and density, and bee distribution and behaviour, allowing checks that bee state is updated correctly after visits to flowers of each type. This visual output is crosschecked against statistics collected as the user steps through a simulation run [17] (b) A screenshot of Listening Sky [4], a spherical ecosystem simulation. Initial runs had the agents clustering at the poles due to inappropriate conversion of the space from a flat grid to a spherical surface, something that was immediately obvious in the visualization.
Figure 3. Graph of subterranean food web modelled after data provided in [37].
Figure 4. Pedigree of a family with red-green colour blindness, an X-linked recessive trait.
Figure 5. The romantic relationship networks of students at Jefferson High recreated from data in [2]. Marker $a$ indicates students with only a single partner who are nevertheless at a great risk of contracting a sexually transmitted disease. Marker $b$ indicates students with multiple partners who may nevertheless be less likely to contract an STD than those indicated by marker $a$. Note that the temporal aspect of the relationships is not visualized. This would conceivably have impact on the spread of disease and might provide an interesting target for visualization if the data facilitated it.
Figure 6. An agent group membership network with greyscale coded groups. Across the top are the agent (node) relationship (arc) networks. Across the bottom are group (node) membership networks. Arcs indicate agents who are members of more than one group. Node size indicates group size, arc weight indicates number of shared agents between groups [22].
Figure 7. Odum's (1957, figure 7) energy flow diagram highlighting the effect of giving equal pictorial weight to organisms (boxes indicating trophic levels: Producers, (H)erbivores, (C)arnivores, (T)op (C)arnivores, (D)ecomposers) and energy flow (paths). Reproduced with permission of Ecological Society of America.
Figure 8. The decision making process of a wasp agent constructing a nest derived from [12]. The wasp is in either a vertical or horizontal cell filling mode in which it deposits building material on a 2D grid. Mode switching occurs with probability $P_{vh}$ or $P_{hv}$.
Figure 9. A virtual fish agent’s internal structure (After Tu and Terzopoulos [49]) (cf. figure 1b). Reproduced with permission of MIT Press.
Figure 10. One of Sims’ evolved virtual creatures and its controller (After Sims [45]). Reproduced with permission of MIT Press.
Figure 11. Vehicles, one that avoids the light and one that seeks it. (After Braitenberg [8, fig. 3].) Reproduced with permission of MIT Press.
Figure 12. (a) Darwin’s sketch, *First notebook on Transmutation of Species*⁹ (1837) (b) Haeckel’s *Pedigree of Man* [26, p188, plate XV].